Introduction {#Sec1}
============

One of the strategic decisions of a company is facility location selection. The correct facility location selection will lead to less deviation in the cost estimates taken into account in the investment decisions made over the years. In addition to the costs, order delivery from suppliers to facilities and from facilities to customers at the desired time will be directly affected by these decisions. It is one of the most frequently studied subjects on the problem of facility location due to the important role outlined above.

The facility location problem was first proposed by \[[@CR3]\]. This study has gained much interest in the academic field, and then Kuenne and Soland \[[@CR11]\], proposed the branch and bound algorithm method for this particular problem. Murtagh and Niwattisyawong \[[@CR17]\] have developed a model on the problem of determination of facility location. Megiddo and Supowit \[[@CR14]\] conducted a study that proved that the facility location problems were NP-Hard problems. Murray and Church's \[[@CR16]\] simulated annealing, Ohlemuller's \[[@CR18]\] tabu search, Hansen et al.'s \[[@CR9]\] p-median studies can be listed as some of these studies. Hansen et al. \[[@CR9]\] discuss the deterministic facility location problems. In addition to these methods, solutions were suggested with a fuzzy approach to facility location problems. Yang et al. \[[@CR25]\] used the chance constraint programming method for the capacitated facility location where the demand of customers are fuzzy. Zhou and Liu \[[@CR27]\] discussed three different facility location models with fuzzy demand. Wen and Iwamura \[[@CR21]\] developed the fuzzy cost model with the Hurwicz criterion. Peidroa et al. \[[@CR19]\] developed fuzzy supply chain models. Gao \[[@CR7]\] developed the uncertain shortest path problem. A facility location model with random fuzzy demand proposed by Wen and Kang \[[@CR22]\], while Wang and Watada \[[@CR20]\] suggested a model in a fuzzy random environment. Gao \[[@CR8]\] developed a solution for the uncertain single facility location problem.

Wen et al. \[[@CR23]\] developed a mathematical model that determines the best possible plant location with the mixed model in which the simplex method and genetic algorithm are used together. Customer demands are determined by expert judgment. Wen et al. \[[@CR24]\] proposed a mathematical model for determining the capacity of a facility in a problem where customer demands are not certain. The proposed model has a mixed model with genetic algorithm, the simplex algorithm and Monte Carlo simulation. Uncertain customer demands are determined by expert judgment. Markovic et al. \[[@CR13]\] discussed the problem of choosing a stochastic facility location where customer demands are independent. Diabat et al. \[[@CR4]\] developed a mathematical model in which demand is not known, and lead time was determined jointly by plant location and stock decisions.

In literature, some researchers also proposed a solution for the facility location problem where the customers' locations and demands are probabilistic. Zhou and Liu \[[@CR26]\] solved the facility location problem, where customer demands have random parameters. Altinel et al. \[[@CR1]\] developed solution for the capacitated facility location problem where positions and demands of the customer are probabilistic. Mousavi et al. \[[@CR15]\] suggested a solution for the same problem using chance-constrained programming and genetic algorithms.

Facility locations' problems are NP-hard problems \[[@CR14]\]. Continuous location-allocation problem or Multisource Weber problem focuses on to determine locations of c facilities to serve n customers with minimum total cost. In this particular problem, customer positions are fixed. Revised Weighted Fuzzy C-Means (RWFCM) is first discussed by \[[@CR5]\]. This algorithm was shown as an improved version of Fuzzy C-Means (FCM), which was first developed by \[[@CR2]\].

Esnaf and Kucukdeniz \[[@CR6]\] have improved the results by combining FCM and the Center of Gravity (COG) methods. In this method; first, the FCM and the set of demand points are divided into c clusters, after that the COG is calculated for each. These centers are selected as new cluster centers. Kucukdeniz et al. \[[@CR12]\] applied convex programming and FCM methods for the capacitated facility problem. In their method; cluster centers are determined using the FCM in the first step within the facility capacity limit, then the centers of the new clusters are determined by convex programming, which is treated as the problem of a single facility location selection. The RWFCM method discussed by Esnaf and Kucukdeniz \[[@CR5]\] used a different metric in which the weight values are considered constant. It is calculated by multiplying the Euclidean distance between the two points on the metric plane in the objective function by the demand quantity of the demand point. This method used the assumption that the demands are fixed in the problem.

The literature review encouraged us to develop a solution with a successful fuzzy clustering approach tried before to this problem.

In this paper, the probabilistic version of the RWFCM and a hybrid version of the RWFCM and Center of Gravity methods are proposed, when customer demands and positions are assumed to be distributed normally. Comparison of the proposed algorithms are made in terms of total transportation cost. The probabilistic version of the RWFCM and its hybrids for the multi-facility location problems have not been studied in the literature yet according to the best of our knowledge.

The purpose of this paper to propose the probabilistic version of the RWFCM algorithm combined with the center of gravity method and how to reach facility locations that provide minimum total transportation costs when customer demands and positions are probabilistic.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows; in the second section, problem definition is provided. Third section, contains explanation of the proposed algorithms. The results of the proposed algorithms using thirteen data sets are discussed in the fourth section. The last section concludes with discussions about paper and future studies.

It should be noted that this hybrid not yet used in this way.

It should be noted that this new hybrid approach presented for the first time and not yet used before in this manner.

Problem Definition {#Sec2}
==================

Multi-facility location problems (MFLP) focus on determining locations of c facilities to serve n demand points with the minimum total cost when customer locations are fixed. But if the locations and demands of the customers are variable, the MFLP can be reformulated as follows:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Proposed Algorithms {#Sec3}
===================

In this section, Probabilistic FCM, Probabilistic RWFCM and hybridized versions with the Center of Gravity method are discussed. Since demand and customer positions are not fixed, the probabilistic approach is employed to find better facility locations to reduce total costs with predetermined service level.

Probabilistic RWFCM {#Sec4}
-------------------

Esnaf and Kucukdeniz \[[@CR5]\] developed RWFCM. In RWFCM, weights which are symbolized as w~i~ in equation applied as customer demand when customer demand is fixed. Customer positions which are coordinates of demand points X, Y are fixed data points in the set a~i~, and Euclidean distance is used. Unlike original RWFCM, demand and coordinates in the Probabilistic RWFCM are not fixed values. Considering demand values fit the Normal distribution and the weights for each customer are determined according to the predetermined service level with the Eqs. ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""}) and ([6](#Equ6){ref-type=""}). Distances between demand points and facilities are calculated as in Eq. ([7](#Equ7){ref-type=""}) and all remaining calculations are the same as in the RWFCM.
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Membership values, u~ij~, are calculated with the following equation:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Probabilistic Center of Gravity {#Sec5}
-------------------------------
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Probabilistic RWFCM-COG {#Sec6}
-----------------------

This method first matches plants and customers using Probabilistic RWFCM, after which optimum plant locations within each created cluster are determined by a special center of gravity approach.Step 1: Probabilistic customer demands (w~i~) are calculated.Step 2: Probabilistic Euclidean distance between customers and facilities $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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When algorithm stops, final versions of the cluster centers are determined and customers are divided into sub clusters accordingly. Thereby, n number of customers are divided in to k number of subsets with minimum total cost. If Probabilistic FCM applied instead of Probabilistic RWFCM, the method called as Probabilistic FCM with the Center of Gravity (Probabilistic FCM-COG).

Experimental Study {#Sec7}
==================

The performance of the Probabilistic RWFCM-COG algorithm against FCM-based benchmark algorithms is conducted in this section.

Probabilistic FCM, Probabilistic FCM-COG and Probabilistic RWFCM are methods employed for comparison. Equation ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) is used for calculating total transportation costs and threshold value, T, is taken as 0.9 in all methods.

Probabilistic RWFCM-COG is compared with other proposed methods using 13 different datasets and 21 different trials. Data were obtained from a company in the telecommunication sector in Turkey. Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} includes the details of the total transportation costs of all methods for each trial.Table 1.Total transportation costs of proposed algorithms.DatasetDemand PointsClustersProbabilistic FCMProbabilistic FCM-COGProbabilistic RWFCMProbabilistic RWFCM-COG1100431242.6631567.7530383.1130107.3824001027421.627043.7527140.4827037.8224002018108.5117909.9317716.8717688.3635003028118.6627423.9926657.182651748001099675.0498921.529916698654.55120010030285.6429128.228593.5728298.055120012026637.725743.5525917.2625500.5862000120169868166142.2165692.1164029.262000150150134146435.9146749.1146124.57250020036004.3135123.4534905.9734611.428280010058190.8157684.5557464.2557239.29500050117988.4117812.9117900.7117798.69500010082070.0481472.681587.6981373.4101000050272124.3271137.8268174.62676731010000100188013.1187222.2186299.8185868.11010000200131749.9130582.1130894.4130449.81120208800553645.9527133.3522225.2519814125011120028845952850871283843728258921250111400201401019864221986339196400113100000100930409293296769360277932215813100000100010214251006551959266945384.6

Conclusion {#Sec8}
==========

In this paper, Probabilistic FCM, Probabilistic RWFCM, and hybrid algorithms with the center of gravity methods are proposed and compared with each other using 13 different datasets and 21 different trials. As a result, in terms of total cost minimization, the Probabilistic RWFCM-COG algorithm performs better than other proposed algorithms.

In future studies, different probability distributions of demand and customer positions can be applied in various data sets. Instead of probabilistic customer location and demand, stochastic versions of proposed algorithms will be used to solve the problem and can be compared in terms of CPU time and total transportation cost. As a fine-tuning method, the Nelder-Mead simplex search which is a derivative optimization algorithm will be combined with a new RWFCM algorithm in both probabilistic and stochastic telecommunication big data. Both the combination of the two methods and its area applied will be novel if it is successful. Also, this approach can be used for simulating the mobility of people infected by Covid-19 through their mobile phone-data in future research.
